
THE 10-SECOND
ELEVATOR PITCH

Hi, (Agent Name)! 

My name is (Name) with (Company Name).
I got your information from (Lead Source).

My team and I are investors in your area purchasing multiple properties a month 
for cash and we are simply looking for additional inventory.

I have a small handful of agents that I work with that represent me as a buyer.

We are licensed as agents but prefer that you represent us and take our commissions 
as we are trying to create an efficient and profitable system for our agents.

You are working in our desired market and I think we would make a great team.

Are you interested in making money with us?
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Here is the version of the Agent Enrollment: The 10-Second Elevator Pitch with 
some important notes.

My name is (Your Name) with (Company Name).

Introduce yourself! Be friendly and upbeat, but prepare yourself for some chilly
responses from time to time.

I got your information from (Lead Source).

Letting them know where you got the information is key.

This will immediately put the agent in a good state knowing you have their 
information from a legitimate source.

My team and I are investors in your area.

It’s important to “first person” the conversation. The person on the other end of 
feel valued and a part of our team. Because they are.

We are licensed as agents but prefer that you represent us and take our 
commissions as we are trying to create an efficient and profitable system for 
our agents. You are working in our desired market and I think we would make 
a great team.

Agents care about their money, not yours. It’s important to show the agents 
you care about THEM making money. You love paying agents! It means you’re 
doing deals.

If you AREN’T a licensed agent, you’ll need to alter this piece slightly. Start with 
“We are trying to create...” and go from there.

Are you interested in making money with us?

The big close: Reel them in and add them to your agent enrollment roster.


